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Abstract—SQL injection is one of the most commonly used web
application hacking techniques. This can be used in websites
that use SQL to query data from the database server. Using
SQL injection, the attacker can have full access to the
application and database using which they can remove or
change the data. In this paper, we implement the SQL
Injection Attack using the kali Linux tool TheMole. By this
work, we aim to make people aware of the vulnerabilities and
the importance of a secure system.
Key words: - SQL, SQL Injection Attack(SQLIA),Web
Application hacking, Penetration testing.

I .INTRODUCTION
Web applications are most widely used by the people now
a days for various purposes and each web application use
some database to store all the data . The web application
database that store important information is one of the
targets of the SQLIA. By using SQLIA the attacker can
have full access to all the confidential data like username,
email address and password stored in the database . The
SQLIA are performed by injecting or inserting a sql query
directly to the database by the attacker.
In this paper we perform SQLIA using a Kali Linux tool
TheMole. TheMole is a Python based kali Linux tool for
Automatic SQL Injection exploitation. This tool supports
GET, POST and cookie based attacks. It uses a command
line interface, you only need to provide a vulnerable URL to
the tool. A vulnerable url is identified using penetration
testing. It helps to identify vulnerabilities within a network.
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·

Wide-ranging wireless device support.

·

Custom kernel, patched for injection.

·

Multi-language support.

·

Completely customizable.

·

Kernel Type - Monolithic kernel (Linux)

·

Default UI - GNOME3

·

Latest Release – 2017.2 April 25, 2017
B. Penetration testing

Penetration testing is the practice of testing the computer
network or Web application to find vulnerabilities that an
attacker could exploit. Penetration testing can be performed
manually or automated with software applications. The main
aim of penetration testing is to determine security
weaknesses of the network or web application.
C.

SQL Injection

The SQL injection is a type of security exploit in which
the attacker injects or inserts SQL code or query to the
Webform input box to gain access to resources or make
changes to the data. An SQL query is a request to perform
some action on the database. According to security experts,
the reason for SQL injection and other exploits is possible
because security is not sufficiently emphasized in web
development. Experts recommend simple precautions during
the development such as controlling the types and numbers
of characters accepted through input boxes to protect the
integrity of Web applications.

A. Kali linux
Format:
Kali Linux is a Debian-based Linux distribution that is
aimed at advanced Penetration Testing and Security
Auditing.Kali Linux was actually released on the 13th of
March 2013. Kali Linux contains several tools that can be
used for various information security tasks.Kali Linux is
specifically used to fulfil the requirements of professional
penetration testing and security auditing.
·

More than 600 penetration testing tools included.

·

Free (as in beer) and always will be.

·

OS Family - Unix like

·

Platforms - x86, x86-64, armel, armhf

SELECT * FROM login WHERE uname = '$uname' AND
pword = '$pword'
Correct Satement:
SELECT * FROM login WHERE uname = 'admin' AND
pword = '123'
Injection Statement:
SELECT * FROM login WHERE uname = 'admin' AND
pword = '' OR 1=1

Subhranil Som,Sapna Sinha,Ritu Kataria[5] This paper has
mentioned a strategy to change over SQL query into a
number of helpful tokens by applying tokenization and after
that encoding all literals, fields, table and information on the
query by AES-algorithm to prevent SQLIA.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
Step 1: Install theMole in Kali Linux
D. Vulnerability (Website)
According to SiteLock data websites experience 22
attacks per day that are over 8,000 attacks per year. A
website vulnerability is the weakness or misconfiguration of
a web application code that allows an attacker to gain some
level of control over the site. Most of the vulnerabilities are
exploited using vulnerability scanners and botnets. These
vulnerabilities are then exploited to steal data or inject
defacement and spam content into the vulnerable site

II .RELATED WORKS
Savitha . B. Chavan and Dr. B. B. Meshram[1] mentioned
There are many different ways an attacker can break into a
system and wreak havoc on a network or computer system.
It is up to the web application coder to make sure that the
applications they design are not vulnerable to any know
threats. The attacker can attack the web application if there
is incorrect in design,implementation and deployment of
web application.

Padmaja K[2] had done an approach to improve the
functionality web applications by the absence of runtime
errors, dynamically proposed solutions prevent due to data
dependencies on session data. The algorithm combines to
develop program annotation verification and validation
checking to protect against broken data dependencies in web
applications.

There are two ways to install themole
1) apt-get install themole
2)git clone https://github.com/tiankonguse/themole.git
Step2. Find Vulnerable Website.
We can’t SQLi attack on all websites. The websites needa
SQLi vulnerability in order to do this technique. Website
URL need a parameter like php?id=4 / php?id=any number
to inject.
http://www.vlktravel.com/tour.php?id=40

Once you find a website, then you can check for SQLi
vulnerability.
Put an ‘(Apostrophe) at the end of the URL parameter
http://www.vlktravel.com/tour.php?id=40’

Sankar. S,Sitharthan. S and Ramkumar. M[3] mentioned
the various attack method and their classification using
which the system administrators and programmers can
easily understand about SQL Injection attacks and secure
the web application .

Step3: Start TheMole.
Use themole command.
Step4: Provide URL and Needle.

Zainab . S, Alwin and Manal . F. Younis[4] presented a
survey report on classical and modern types of SQL injection
Attacks, their working methods, and detection and
prevention techniques against classical and modern types of
that attack. For evaluation, we compare the detection and
prevention techniques in terms of their ability to detect the
attack, or prevent the attack or partially stop the attack.
Regarding the results, the efficiency of some techniques
should be improved to overcome the SQL Injection Attacks
Abbreviations and Acronyms.

url < Your URL >
http://www.vlktravel.com/tour.php?id=40
needle < Valid String on the website >
needle tour

Step 5: Retrieve all Schemas.

Step 8: retrieve all its column values

Use schemas command.

query<Schema_Name><Table_Name><Column_Names>
command.
Column_Names can be separated with commas.

Step 6: Select a schema and retrieve all its tables
Use tables <Schema_Name> command.

Step 9: Find the username and password combination.

IV .RESULT
The contents of the web application database have been
accessed using TheMole. All the contents of the database
have been retrieved and displayed.

V. CONCLUSION
Step 7: Select a table and retrieve all its columns.
Use columns <schema Name> <Table Name> command

TheMole is a Python based command line interface for
Automatic SQL Injection exploitation tool. Every action
TheMole can execute is triggered by a specific command.
All this application requires in order to exploit a SQL
Injection is the URL and a needle that appears in the server's
response whenever the injection parameter generates a valid
query, and does not appear otherwise. After successful
execution of the tool the attacker will be able to access the
confidential data which is stored in the database of the web
application. From this it is clear that SQLIAs are one of the
most threat to web applications which are connected to
database. Thus, it is important to realise that all applications
that are connected to database are targets to SQLIA.
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